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DE CHIRICO IL SIGNOR DUDRON

Dudron è un lògos, una struttura intesa a
restituire conoscenza ed esperienza della
qualità. Due sono gli interpreti che elargiscono i metodi, il pittore e la sua musa. La
qualità è l’obiettivo finale. Il giovane studente di accademia è il destinatario dell’impresa. Questi è il terzo personaggio del romanzo nelle vesti del figlio fedifrago e dello
scolaro al quale volano i pensieri pedagogici nelle fantasticherie di Dudron.
Il lògos di Dudron è la paidèia, l’insegnamento, l’accademia. Mentre nella prima metafisica de Chirico rappresenta l’accademia
come terreno della propria formazione, ora
egli è docente. L’artista ha raggiunto la
maturità (cinquant’anni circa) che ispira al
pensiero la continuità nella conoscenza.
(Dallo scritto di Jole de Sanna)

A CURA DI JOLE DE SANNA
CON UNO SCRITTO DI PAOLO PICOZZA
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In copertina: Giorgio de Chirico, Autoritratto, 1924. © Fondazione
Giorgio e Isa de Chirico by SIAE 2014

Giorgio de Chirico, Il Signor Dudron
(posthumous novel published in 1998)
2nd edition Abscondita (SE), Milan 2014

“Metaphysical Art – The de Chirico
Journals” n. 11/13, Maretti Editore,
Falciano 2014

Giorgio de Chirico – Catalogue of Works
(1912-1976), vol. 1
Maretti Editore, Falciano 2014

I. Sheshivari, L. Lo Pinto,
A Metaphysical Interior, exhibition
catalogue, D’après Giorgio, Giorgio de
Chirico House-museum, 27 January
2012-26 January 2013, BoaBooks,
Geneva 2014

S. Vacanti, Piccolo trattato di tecnica
pittorica di Giorgio de Chirico
Teoria e prassi del “ritorno al mestiere”
(1919-1928)
Nardini Editore, Florence 2014

Giorgio de Chirico e l’oggetto misterioso
Curated by V. Noel-Johnson and S. Bartolena,
27 September 2014-15 March 2015
Reggia di Monza – Serrone della Villa Reale
Silvana Editoriale, Milan 2014
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À travers l’Europe – Giorgio de Chirico:
Calligrammes
First European Lawyers Day
10 December 2014
Consiglio Nazionale Forense, Rome

Giorgio de Chirico – Gioco e Gioia della
Neometafisica
Curated by L. Canova
Fondazione Molise Cultura, Palazzo Ex Gil,
Campobasso
20 December 2014-5 April 2015
Regia Edizioni, Campobasso 2014

Between June and the first half of July 1918, de Chirico painted a portrait of a
woman that he entitled Alcestis and which was shown on occasion of the exhibition
of his works at the Bragaglia gallery in February 1919. I had previously identified this
portrait with its correct title thanks to the Signorelli correspondence, but we learn,
thanks to the correspondence, that it is a portrait of Antonia Bolognesi, the young
woman he loved, whom he often refers to with this moniker in the letters.
Fabio Benzi
Professor of Contemporary Art History
Università “Gabriele d’Annunzio” di Chieti-Pescara

Fondazione Giorgio e Isa de Chirico

ALCESTIS: A FERRARA LOVE STORY
Giorgio de Chirico and Antonia Bolognesi

Paolo Picozza
President of Fondazione Giorgio e Isa de Chirico

An extensive epistolary has unexpectedly emerged (as always occurs with the discovery of archival documents) between Giorgio de Chirico and the unknown love of
his, a Ferrara woman named Antonia Bolognesi. This wholly exceptional event highlights how much there is still to discover concerning our early 20th century artists as
well as the importance of archival sources […].
In the meantime, the present volume offers, in and of itself, detailed testimony to
a period strangely lacking in documentation, which happens to coincide with one of
the most crucial changes in de Chirico’s art, from his Metaphysical Art of the Ferrara
period to the Return to Craft and classicism of the «Valori Plastici» periodical […].
The discovery of the Bolognesi correspondence, comprising of almost daily missives
during the course of 1919, is indeed noteworthy […].

Eugenio Bolognesi

G I O R G I O D E C H I R I C O D Ü N YA N I N G İ Z E M İ | T H E E N I G M A O F T H E W O R L D

A new and unedited panorama opens up today thanks to the
exceptional and unexpected discovery of an epistolary correspondence that includes around 100 letters written from the artist
to his fiancée Antonia Bolognesi in 1919. The discovery of this
important and splendid amorous relationship between de Chirico and the young Ferrara girl allows us to better contextualise
the period on a personal as well as artistic and professional level.
This can be done from a different perspective, one that falls before
the backdrop of a sentimental relationship, which, until now, was
completely unknown of.
This extraordinary ‘diary’ provides an unusual tool of investigation, that of a viewpoint that begins with the idea of a life plan
in which the protagonists’ nobility of spirit and formal habits of
the period have something eternal, classical, harmonious and fatal about them. These qualities coincide with all of de Chirico’s
art, ranging from his early metaphysical painting to his new classic-orientated research. The name bestowed by de Chirico to his
beloved was ‘Alcestis’, the moniker for the mythological figure who
represents conjugal fidelity and the ideal wife, ready for the greatest sacrifice of all. As written in a letter dated February 1919, she
corresponded to his ideal of goodness, gentleness and beauty.

D Ü N YA N I N G İ Z E M İ | T H E E N I G M A O F T H E W O R L D

Giorgio de Chirico – Catalogue of Works
(1910-1975), vol. 2
Maretti Editore, Falciano 2015

ALCESTIS:

A FERRARA LOVE STORY
Giorgio de Chirico and Antonia Bolognesi
by Eugenio Bolognesi
MetaMorfosi
€ 18,00

Giorgio de Chirico. The Enigma of the World
Curated by Fabio Benzi
Pera Museum, Istanbul
23 February-8 May 2016
Suna and Inan Kiraç Foundation 2016

Rome – Sunday
Dearest,
Last Sunday at this time I was with you. Those thr
and very pure happiness
passed quickly.
But I am tranquil because I am sure of your thoug
after two months of
separation has forever sealed our love that follows a
fatal course. – Let us rise
to this thought, Antonia; I see in you, in your loya
in your gentleness, the
remorseless consolation of my life; may I too, deare
be for you what you are for me. May will come soon. Today I have been to see Professor Signorelli and I
very well displayed.
Tomorrow I will send you Papini’s French magazin
very good article about
me. - I have started my active life again and with
love in my mind I work
calmly and hopefully. I don’t know how to thank your parents for the sw
they gave me. - Being
among such loyal and sincere people for me was ha
sweet rest. Have trust in me
and you will see that we will be happy. Write to me often. I will write to you every day. Greet your parents and Maria, who is so likable an
me; be tranquil and
serene.
I embrace you
yours nunc et semper
Giorgio

Before this year closes we will be united dearest “Al

Letter from G. de Chirico to A. Bolognesi, 9 M

[…] Write to me often. I will write to you every da
the train again
for blessed Ferrara, which, since I met you, seems l
whole
universe to me […].

Letter from G. de Chirico to A. Bolognesi, 13 M

De Chirico. La Ricostruzione
Curated by Claudio Strinati
Metamorfosi Art Gallery MAG, Spoleto
27 February-5 June 2016
Metamorfosi 2016

Alcestis: A Ferrara Love Story - Giorgio
de Chirico and Antonia Bolognesi
Maretti Editore, Falciano 2016
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